Week Commencing

04/05/2020
Subjects

English CT

We will have our virtual lesson at 10am on Monday. If you are not there for the lesson, you MUST watch the video of it on teams. This week we are looking at how writers use
language for effect (English Language paper 1)

English NM

Virtual lesson on Ozymandias will be 10am on Monday. Have a copy of the poem to hand and we will annotate and discuss the poem together.

ESL

Monday's work is to continue on your personal project and to decide on your personal hero or an expert you want to contact (see Mr Instone's assembly). Friday's work
concentrates on phrasal verbs and travel. This work will be available all week to complete as you have time. Message Mrs Jeeves with any questions or concerns.

Maths JMi

Weekly skills check. We are continuing to work on transformations, our focus this week will be translations so please attend the Tues chat at 10.15 where I will explain what to do.
The assisgnment will be based on translations.

Maths PW

Weekly skills check (approx 30 minutes) to be marked and uploaded by the end of Wednesday. We are continuing to look at solving quadratic equations, using either the quadratic
formula or by intersection with linear graphs (approx 45 - 60 minutes). Use links to Corbett video clips to help guide through the work. Diagnostic Questions (approx 20 minutes
per session) is being set every Tuesday and Friday, to be completed before the next session.

Biology Nobel

This week working is on the adaptations of plants and animals that anable them to survive in their surroundings and consequently why you dont find tropical ferns in deserts and
cacti in jungles. the tutorial chat is at 1:00 to 1:30 pm on monday if you have any qiestions. theassingment will be uploaded at 9am monday

Biology Schrod

This week working is on the adaptations of plants and animals that anable them to survive in their surroundings and consequently why you dont find tropical ferns in deserts and
cacti in jungles. the tutorial chat is at 10:00 to 10:30 am on Thursdayday if you have any qiestions. theassingment will be uploaded at 9am Tuesday

Chemistry
Nobel

The due date for last week's task (Exam questions on rate of reaction, is Wed 6th). There is a twilight session on Monday (4-6pm) if you require any help. New work will be released
on Thursday. We are starting a new topic on crude oil and the substances we extract from it. However, before we look at crude oil in detail, I would like you to think about the
ethical issues associated with our extraction of crude oil. There will be 'chat' session on Thursday (10-12), if you wish to go through this assignment, or any of the previous tasks.

How did the Universe begin? We'll look at a few clues in the video I've posted and your own research. The task should take 2 hours. All of these assigments are part of a bigger project
Physics Schrod that you're pulling together. So if you finish too soon, you haven't found enough details. If you haven't handed anything in yet (I know who you are) you'll find things uncomfortable
later on.
This week year 10 are working on industrial changes that have occurred in the UK. There will be a scanned copy of the relevant pages because they do not have this book. The work
Geography
should take the allotted time (perhaps a half hour longer) and should be sent to me by Monday 11/05/20 at 1.00pm. Please do encourage them to attend the meeting which is
every week (Thursdays at 1.30pm). This is when they can ask questions as a group.
We will be continuing our look at the new module, the Restoration. We shall be focusing on the relationship between Charles II and parliament. Students will be required to read
History
carefully the attached material and complete the comprehension and exam practice question on this part of the topic. They will also have the opportunity to do corrections to
their work, following feedback from the last task.
Year 10 French are going to begin a new topic area this week. We are going to begin work on talking about where you live. There will be vocabulary to find/a sentence builder to
French
work on/ language gym work/grammar exercises. Each task should take around 30 mins. There will be a team meeting at 11.15 on Friday morning. Check out the assignment to see
what we are going to do. Work should be completed by Wednesday 13th May at 4.00pm
Continue looking at the impact of the Internet and technology on organisations and Society. Also look at the Digital Divide, both in this country and worldwide. Very topical at the
ICT
moment particularly. All tasks in the assignment document. Meeting Wed 11am. Deadline Monday 11/05.
German

This week year 10 are learning vocabulary about shops and places in a town, and how to describe their town. On a grammar level, they will learn about prepositions that take the
accusative. They will work with their textbook, their workbook and worksheets uploaded on “Teams”. All work is due on Wednesday, 5pm. Our online tutorial is on Friday, 10am.

Drama

Continuing on from watching Twelfth Night last week, this week we are considering how The Globe theatre worked as a performance space. Watch an extract from Romeo and
Juliet and compare the traditional Shakespeare performances to the modern day adaptations. Video call will be at 1.15 on Thursday.

Music

205ta - Continuing Composition - This week you will be working on section of your compostion that you didn't work on last week (your melody or your chord sequence and
structure). Follow through the help sheet to guide you through the process, also complete the worksheet (attached in assignments) to write your ideas down. I will upload both
work options again for you to chose from based on personal preference. As you usually have two double lessons a week, you should be spending at least 2 hours on this task (you can
spend more however), for the final 40 minutes you can have personal practice time or listening time. Your work should be submitted by Friday 8th May to the Assignments area and
I will be providing feedback by the following Friday. There will be a group chat at 1:15pm on the Tuesday to make sure you all understand what you have to do and can ask any
questions. I will also be available on chat during your lesson time (Tuesday 1-3) and also my twilight session (Wednesday 4pm-6pm) for feedback.

Business

Some exam questions to complete first, supplied in a pdf. Answer sheet in the assignment. Then use some free software for your smartphone to create an animation to advertise
your new chocolate bar. (If there is no suitable chocolate bar, biscuits, small cakes etc. will do.) Minimum 20 seconds long with at least 10 frames per second. Chocolate prize for
the most imaginative, interesting animation. Meeting Tues 2pm Deadline Friday.

Sports Studies

New topic: Goal Setting, we will look at the different types of goals you can set and why set them. Examination questions on this topic, a small task which will help with controlled
assessment in the coming months. Total length including the tutorial will be 90 minutes.

Design

Start research section of assignment posted in Year 10 Design group. The research for this project will last for 2 weeks and should be presented via a powerpoint presentation. The
breakdown for each section of research is on the task sheet.

Art

Task 4 Make a paper curl from a strip of paper. I would suggest you photograph the curl and draw from the photo. You are trying to shade in the direction of the paper curl to make
the image look three dimensional. Challenge yourself by completing more than one image or more complex shapes or try using black biro instead of pencil. This work should take
2hrs to complete. To gain higher marks you could complete 2 or 3 little studies before completing the harder 'Challenge yourself' task. Due Friday 15th May.

Photography

TYPOLOGIES - PHOTOGRAPHY CHALLENGES Take photographs to create a sequence using food It could be the eating, molding, cooking, peeling etc. Take a photograph of your plate
everytime you eat dinner and/ or finish dinner. Take photographs of a collection (Shoes, Nail varnishes etc.) . Take photographs of items that are the same colour or shape. This is a
bigger task so you will have until after Half term to complete. Realistically this will take 6hrs to complete over a longer period depending on the subjects you choose to photograph.

